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LINKS TO THE ZOOM WEBINARS

13 JANUARY Wednesday  

Meeting ID: 984 8850 4223

Passcode: 868772

Direct link: https://zoom.us/j/98488504223?pwd=cXlHeHNqVnZzdENFZ29BSXRaVll4Zz09

14 JANUARY Thursday 

15 JANUARY Friday

Meeting ID: 959 9209 3556

Passcode: 594678

Direct link: https://zoom.us/j/95992093556?pwd=TjV3M2c0TWw1N1BzcDhrUndZOTZXQT09

Meeting ID: 962 6482 9625

Passcode: 044221

Direct link: https://zoom.us/j/96264829625?pwd=VzJoaGhoanEyOXAxRzVKS1Q1UXNldz09
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12:40 - 14:00 Lunch break.

PROGRAMME OF THE CONFERENCE  

13 JANUARY Wednesday, 11:00-16:30

11:00 - 11:20 Welcome from the organisers.

SESSION 1: THE ARCHAEOLOGIES OF COLONIAL ENCOUNTERS.
Chaired by Marcella Giobbe, DPhil Candidate, University of Oxford.

11:40 - 12:00
Sara Barbazán Domínguez, Hugo Lozano Hermida.  DPhil
Students, Santiago de Compostela - Museum of Prehistory and
Archaeology of Vilalba (Spain).

The process of cultural exchange in the northwest of the Iberian
Peninsula in Roman Age through the study of pottery collections of
the Lugo area (Galicia, Spain).

11:20 - 11:40 Melissa Peters. Master Student, Flinders University.
Historical interpretations of Ferrycarrig through time.

12:20 - 12:40 Stanislav Horáček. PhD Student, Charles University in Prague.
Entanglement and Disentanglement of Nestor’s Cup from
Pithekoussai.

12:00 - 12:20 Carlo Lualdi. PhD Candidate, University of Warwick.
Analysing the waves of cultures: The Apulian hydria F93 from Avella,
a case study.

SESSION 2: INVESTIGATING MATERIALITY AND MATERIAL INTERACTIONS.
CHALLENGING APPROACHES AND NOVEL FRONTIERS.

Chaired by Emanuele Prezioso, DPhil Candidate, University of Oxford.

Paul L. March. DPhil Student, University of Oxford.
Cognition as choreography: The relationship between eye
movements and the morphology of a jōmon flame-style pot

14:00 - 14:20

14:20 - 14:40

Anna M. Barona. DPhil Student, University of Oxford.
The cognitive ecology of clay: Towards a Process Archaeology of
material affordances.

14:40 - 15:00 Catherine O'Brien. DPhil Student, University of Oxford.
Materiality and the mind: The impact of object-handling sessions on
the wellbeing of young adults.
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15:00 - 15:20 Molly Masterson. DPhil Student, University of Oxford.
Plant intentionality: Re-evaluating plant-human relationships.

Ivy Notterpek Fletcher. Master Student, University of Oxford.
The Cognitive Semiotics and Material Perspectives of Perforated
Human Teeth and Ivory Skeuomorphs in the European Upper
Palaeolithic

15:20 - 15:40

CHRIS GOSDEN
Professor of European Archaeology, University of Oxford.
Fellow of the British Academy and the Society of Antiquaries.

Keynote: Towards a deep history of humans.
16:00 - 16:30

14 JANUARY Thursday, 10:45-15:15

10:45 - 11:00 Opening of the 2nd day.

SESSION 3: RECONSTRUCTING ANCIENT LANDSCAPES: LANDMARKS,
SOUNDSCAPES, AND SKYSCAPES.

Chaired by Gonzalo Linares, DPhil Student, University of Oxford.

11:40 - 12:00 Giuseppe Delia. PhD Candidate, University of Durham.
"Hic sunt… canes". Cynocephali at the end of the world. The Ancient
Greeks' relationship with the border of civilisation in relation to
Egypt and India.

11:20 - 11:40
Isaac Martínez Espinosa.  PhD student, Autonomous University of
Madrid.
The evolution of the Ebro landscape during the Middle Ages.

11:00 - 11:20 Elena Scarsella. PhD Student, University of Cambridge.
In the shadow of the Mountain: The funerary landscape of pre-
Roman Abruzzi (Italy).

12:20 - 12:40 Stefano Ruzza. Independent Researcher.
Hollow Lakedaimon as times goes by: rise and fall of the Eurota
valley between 14th and 12th century BC.

12:00 - 12:20 Rachel Smith. DPhil Student, University of Oxford.
Yup’ik (Landscape) Ontology.

12:40 - 14:00 Lunch break.
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SESSION 4: NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE USE OF SCIENCE-BASED
TECHNIQUES ON ARCHAEOLOGICAL MATERIALS.

Chaired by Marcella Giobbe, DPhil Candidate, University of Oxford.

14:00 - 14:20 Helen Wong. PhD student, University of Pennsylvania.
Material analyses in legacy collection curation: Petrography and 3D
scanning with the Cesnola Collection.

14:20 - 14:40 Evgenia Dammer. DPhil candidate, University of Oxford.
Technological transfer in production of Majiayao-style pottery
between Neolithic communities in northwest China.

14:40 - 15:00 Kyriaki Tsirtsi. PhD student, The Cyprus Institute.
Dietary habits and agricultural practices in Classical Sikyon

15:00 - 15:15 Closing the 2nd day.

15 JANUARY Friday, 10:45 -16:00

SESSION 5: MATTERS OF SCALING IN ARCHAEOLOGY. LOCAL,
REGIONAL, GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES, CONNECTIVITY AND NETWORKS.
Chaired by Michael Leadbetter, DPhil Candidate, University of Oxford.

11:20 - 11:40 Marta Kaczanowicz.  PhD Student, Institute of Mediterranean and
Oriental Cultures, Polish Academy of Sciences.
Some Thoughts on Reuse of Egyptian Monuments in the First
Millennium BCE

11:00 - 11:20 Amy E. Porter. PhD Student, University of Birmingham.
Tackling Regionality: Identifying the dynamics of scale in the material
culture of Arkadia and Lakonia.

11:40 - 12:00 Barry Crump. Early Career Researcher, University of York.
The meaning of York’s walls in the Medieval Period.

12:00 - 12:20 Irene Torregiani. DPhil Student, University of Oxford.
The River Flow Memory Book Project: integrating of local and
academic knowledge in the archaeological data interpretation.

10:45 - 11:00 Opening of the 2nd day.

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch break.

SESSION 6: INNOVATIVE APPROACHES IN MARITIME AND UNDERWATER
ARCHAEOLOGY. PAST AND PRESENT.
Chaired by Jonathan Lim, DPhil Student, University of Oxford

13:30 - 13:50 Günce Pelin Öçgüden. Master Student, Koç University.
Women’s ship graffiti in Ayşe Kadın Mosque.
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DAMIAN ROBINSON
Director of the Oxford Centre for Maritime Archaeology.

Keynote: Looking in the water: Ritual landscapes and the
waterways of Thonis-Heracleion, Egypt.TBC

13:50 - 14:10 Ioanis Nakas . DPhil student, University of Birmingham.
Through the eyes of the mariners: a new approach to the
understanding of Hellenistic and Roman harbours of the
Mediterranean

14:10 - 14:30 Wycliffe Omondi. DPhil Student, University of Nottingham.
Cultural heritage conservation as a stimulus for sustainable
development along the Coast of Kenya.

14:50 - 15:10 Caitlin Jacobson. PhD Student, University of Aberdeen.
Seascape: Nunalleq, Alaska.

14:30 - 14:50 Adam R. M. Dawson. MPhil Student, University of Oxford.
Moving in silence and violence: Some thoughts on the Archaeology
of Piracy.

16:00 - 16:15 Closing remarks by the organisers.

End of the GAO 2020, Innovative Approaches to Archaeology.
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Sara Barbazán Domínguez, Hugo Lozano Hermida. DPhil Students, Santiago de Compostela -
Museum of Prehistory and Archaeology of Vilalba (Spain).
Ancient pottery is a very useful resource due to its great abundancy and permeability to

changes taking place in a society, the comprehension of the differences between pottery

collections of different sites can help to understand the transformations generated after the

integration of the northwest of the Iberian Peninsula into the Roman World. Throughout this

study we advocate for a focus based on a cultural bidirectional exchange that will result in

a hybrid culture with echoes in the ceramic register.

The main goal of this study is the characterization of the pottery productions present in

Roman contexts of hill-forts surrounding of the roman city of Lugo (Galicia, Spain), these are

places situated at different distances from the city and with occupations at different

periods between the 1st century BC and 5th century AD. The analysis of the collections links

the stratigraphic register with the typological classification to try to narrow the chronology

of the occupations. Finally, all the materials are analyzed altogether, studying the formal,

technological and decorative aspects of the productions, paying attention to debates

regarding the chronology of some types, instead of the fabrication or its expansion. This

detailed analysis is put in value with other works realized on the same field.

Through the characterization of these productions is constructed a complementary vision of

the different realities of the hill-forts inside this territory, noticing how the proximity of the

Romanizing nucleus and the pass of time increase the Roman influence in the settlements.

The process of cultural exchange in the northwest of the Iberian Peninsula in Roman Age
through the study of pottery collections of the Lugo area (Galicia, Spain).

THE ARCHAEOLOGIES OF COLONIAL ENCOUNTERS.SESSION 1:

Melissa Peters. Master Student, Filnders University.
Ferrycarrig in Wexford, Ireland, was the first Norman stronghold and colonised settlement in

the country. The site has been a source of much speculation and interpretation amongst

academic professionals but, despite its considered importance as the Norman’s foothold in

Ireland during its invasion, much of Ferrycarrig was considered ‘lost’ for much of its history.

The earliest known interpretation of Ferrycarrig came from Expugnatio Hibernica and De

Rebus in Hibernia Gestis. Once analysed, the texts reveal themselves to be culturally biased,

regarding the Norman invaders as culturally superior and portraying their conquest in a more

romantic light. The site of Ferrycarrig is the source of many historical interpretations, but

there are two distinctive theories pertaining to the location of the site itself, as well as the

long-standing debate over Roaches’ Castle. New archaeological interpretations, in

particular the original excavation by Cutter in 1984, 1986 and 1987 and the current

excavation, which started in 2018 have allowed for a new assessment of the site. This is

particularly important as the analyses have generated more information about Ferrycarrig

that has not been tainted by the bias of the prior texts, which clearly show colonial

propaganda. Ferrycarrig is an important case study in how colonial propaganda and the

romanticising of ‘lost’ history can taint historical truth with wild speculation.

Historical interpretations of Ferrycarrig through time.
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Sarah M. Ricketts. Independent Scholar (MA, Monash University).

In a 2007 publication, Hope (2007, 405) identified 23 sites within the Dakhleh Oasis Project

(DOP’s) survey area, in the Egyptian Western Desert, that had yielded both indigenous late

Sheikh Muftah and Egyptian Old Kingdom style pottery, suggesting overlapping habitation

between Nile Valley Egyptian newcomers and the existing indigenous group(s). Further

evidence for interaction between the indigenous Sheikh Muftah and Old Kingdom Egyptians

has also been observed in the wider desert regions, including the site of Khufu Hill (Chufu

01/1) located southwest of Dakhleh. 

The apparent co-habitation of sites by the two cultural groups raises two important issues:

first, that the local group(s) and newcomers clearly engaged in a kind of social arrangement

with one another for a period of time, likely lasting several generations. Second, it provokes

numerous questions relating to cultural interaction, influence, and transmission, and how

these may be traced and observed within the archaeological record.

This paper will consider the concept of cultural entanglement within the Sheikh Muftah/Old

Kingdom relationship in Dakhleh. Using the key site of Mut al-Kharab as a case study, it will

present the recent conclusions from the technological analysis of the stone artefact

assemblage and how this may illuminate the colonial encounter(s) between these two

groups in the early stages of Egyptian colonisation.

Written in stone: Cultural entanglement in Dakhleh Oasis, Egypt.

Carlo Lualdi. PhD - MPhil Candidate, University of Warwick.

Interactions among different cultures often brought to the creation of elaborated material

evidence. During the IV century BC Southern Italy, due to its geographical and historical

characters, was a context where different cultures interplayed with each other. This

complex world can be analysed thanks to the figurative repertoire of the Apulian red‐figure

pottery can. The present study will focus on the Apulian hydria F93 found near the city of

Avella now at the British Museum. The vase was made by an Apulian artisan, it was found in

the Campania region, and modern scholars linked the image depicted on the vase to the

Greek myth of Niobe. Recently the images of Niobe represented on Italiote vases was

extensively analysed by Ludovico Rebaudo, by Mary Anne Sisto and by Luigi Todisco. Despite

this the image depicted on the Apulian hydria can be defined as multi-layered. The aim of

this analysis is to suggest some new associations through a multidisciplinary approach in

order to outline an update case study about the cultural, the commercial and the political

connections in Southern Italy during the IV century BC.

Analysing the waves of cultures: The Apulian hydria F93 from Avella, a case study.

Stanislav Horáček. PhD Student, Charles University in Prague.
Ian Hodder’s Entanglement theory can be framed in the broader theoretical discussion on

relational archaeologies. The main features of such a discussion are the relationship

between humans and things, the materiality of things, and the rejection of the dualistic

perception of the world. The aim of Hodder’s theory is not to provide a comprehensive

methodological guide to approach archaeological questions, but rather to offer a reference

point to process archaeological data and archaeology as a science. In a world where

everything is interconnected, archaeologists have to consciously work with the openness of

entanglement.

oncepts.

Entanglement and Disentanglement of Nestor’s Cup from Pithekoussai.
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Following these principles, my paper aims to reveal an entanglement of a single artifact to

illustrate a complex network of dependencies. Such relations not only surround the object,

but simultaneously create it. The artifact in question is the so-called Nestor’s cup from

Pithekoussai. I argue that the use of Hodder’s theory creates a mutual correlation between

seemingly unrelated elements, helping to narratively display complex phenomena. Relatively

small context of Nestor’s cup encompasses various connections that lead to a much wider

entanglement. The cup is related to the spread of writing, Homer’s Iliad, the increasing

popularity of a symposium, or to the origins of polis. The cup is placed on a blurry border

where the old meets the new in a mutual process of entanglement and disentanglement.

The focus is placed on “becoming” rather than “being”.  This allows to demonstrate the

process of continuous change in a dynamic world, difficult to capture by static concepts. 

INVESTIGATING MATERIALITY AND MATERIAL INTERACTIONS:
CHALLENGING APPROACHES AND NOVEL FRONTIERS.

SESSION 2:

Anna M. Barona. DPhil Student, University of Oxford.
The concept of affordance (Gibson 1979) has seen interest not only from the field of

ecological psychology which it helped to create, but also within archaeological and

anthropological approaches looking to understand interactions between humans and the

material world. Despite its influence, it can be argued that the notion of affordance may be

too general to accommodate the variety of contexts and temporal scales associated with

human practice and material culture. New relational frameworks thinking about interactions

between people and ‘things’ which have emerged in recent decades provide opportunities

for revisiting, rethinking, and even transforming Gibson’s original concept. Drawing on

Material Engagement Theory (Malafouris 2013) and process archaeology (Gosden and

Malafouris 2015), this paper introduces a research project which seeks to investigate the

further potential of the theory of affordances to contribute to both archaeological and

anthropological studies of material culture and creative material engagement. Taking the

material of clay and the craft of ceramics as the case study, the paper will argue that

affordances may offer a productive route and language for understanding how potters

attune their movements to the material at hand, how they educate their attention,

perception, and care for things. More broadly, the project will allow for a rethinking of the

meaning and possible applications of the affordance concept within archaeology,

anthropology, and beyond. 

The cognitive ecology of clay: Towards a process archaeology of material affordances.

Paul L. March. DPhil Student, University of Oxford.

We report the results of an experimental study into the relationship between contemporary

eye movements and the morphology of a jōmon flame-style pot. Using Material Engagement

Theory (Malafouis, 2013) and results from a previous phenomenological study (March, 2020)

we made three predictions concerning  the pattern of body movement and eye gaze.  Eight

artists and 16 non-artists were invited to examine a jōmon flame pot in a museum while

wearing Tobii 2 glasses to follow their movements. When the gaze and movement data was 

Cognition as choreography: The relationship between eye movements and the
morphology of a jōmon flame-style pot.
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Catherine O'Brian. DPhil Student, University of Oxford.

This paper explores how studies on the pervasive societal issue of ‘wellbeing’, would benefit

from adopting an anthropological and archaeological focus on bodily interaction with

material things. I review the current literature on museum-based object-handling and art-

making health and wellbeing interventions. I propose that the full potential of the material

used in such sessions has been under-utilised, as they have viewed objects as facilitators

rather than as active agents in impacting human wellbeing. Following Material Engagement

Theory, I argue that material engagement is deeply entangled with our cognitive state, and

thus our wellbeing. I argue that through using this framework, we can better understand how

the objects used for such handling sessions are central to the wellbeing impact generated. I

conducted a short study, looking at object-handling and art-making, with material from the

Pitt Rivers Museum, using twenty-year-old university-educated people. This revealed that

objects are preferred concerning qualities associated with their visual appearance, tactility,

functionality, and their age and perceived authenticity. Moreover, the enjoyment and dislike

of these criteria influence the extent to which object-handling sessions impact wellbeing.

Collecting both quantitative and qualitative data, I argue that object preference, combined

with increased interactivity and the removal of gloves during the second session, contributed

to the increased positive wellbeing impact experienced by participants during the second

session compared to the first. Finally, I argue that future studies need to consider the

materiality of objects further if they are to increase their efficacy, and this may be done by

adopting a cross-disciplinary approach.

Materiality and the Mind: the impact of object-handling sessions on the wellbeing of
young adults.

analysed, while both groups differed significantly on aesthetic measures taken before they

saw the pot, this difference disappeared when their aesthetic reaction and the eye-tracking

data were assessed. This preliminary investigation of mobile eye-tracking with a prehistoric

artefact provides evidence that the morphology of the vase choreographed viewing

patterns in a consistent way across these two groups.

Molly Masterson. DPhil Student, University of Oxford.

Out of the ‘material turn,’ new theories regarding materiality and ‘thingness’ have emerged

and caused archaeologists to reconsider how we interpret cultural material. Important

contributions have extended this thinking into the landscape and the natural world.

Curiously, plants have remained silent within this developing narrative. It is deterministic to

assume that, across diverse temporal and spatial landscapes, humans have always

interacted with plants in the same manner that we do today. I reject the view that past

peoples wished solely to exploit the plants in their worlds and that plants have held passive

roles in human and plant becomings. Plants should be viewed not as people, animals, or

things, but as plants; they should be interpreted both for what they are and what they

represent. In this paper, I argue for a more-than-human approach to understanding early

farmers’ relationships with plants. It is not our innate desire to separate ourselves from the

natural world, but rather, a modern and Western design. This presents us with an obvious 

Plant intentionality: Re-evaluating plant-human relationships.
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opportunity for re-evaluation. We question plant passivity and expand the idea of plant

cognition, highlighting the importance of ‘plantiness.’ Plant intentionality affords plants

activeness in plant-human relationships and seeks to understand how plants influence

humans and are thus influenced in return. In this paper, I focus on Iron Age Britain and

examine cultivation methods, field system organisation, and mechanisms of storage to

understand the entangled relationships between people and plants. To reinterpret these

relationships, we must begin to engage with plant intentionality.

Ivy Notterpek Fletcher. Master Student, University of Oxford.
The nature, emergence, and social use(s) of early perforated body ornaments have been

questioned since the recognition of the prehistoric antiquity of humankind in about 1860.

While the true significative meanings of these artefacts remain shrouded in speculation,

material approaches to early body ornaments and their reflexive relationship with human

cognitive processes continue to shift with the development of material engagement theory

and post-phenomenological approaches (Malafouris 2013; Iliopoulos and Garofoli 2016;

Garofoli and Iliopoulos 2019). This paper contributes to debates on cognitive semiotics,

embodied and hermeneutic cognition, and material perspectivism by elucidating the non-

neutral and transformative qualities of two subsets of perforated body ornaments found in

intriguing archaeological contexts across the European Upper Palaeolithic: (i) human teeth

and (ii) ivory skeuomorphs (objects which imitate a form usually found in another material

and place) (Conneller 2013). Exploring the embodied and hermeneutic affordances of these

enactive artefacts when worn, as well as the multiplicities of affordances they may have

wielded throughout their life histories, challenges perceptions of early body ornaments as

passive manifestations of a priori envisaged meanings and instead proposes a semiotic

scaffolding that is more rhizomic and influenced by notions of dividual personhood and

perspectivism than previously appreciated.

The Cognitive Semiotics and Material Perspectives of Perforated Human Teeth and Ivory
Skeuomorphs in the European Upper Palaeolithic

RECONSTRUCTING ANCIENT LANDSCAPES: LANDMARKS,
SOUNDSCAPES, AND SKYSCAPES.

SESSION 3:

Elena Scarsella. PhD Student, University of Cambridge.

In this paper I will briefly talk about a part of my current PhD research, namely the

relationship between landscape and funerary areas during the Iron Age in Abruzzo, Central

Italy (9th – 5th century BC). The area, mostly mountainous and climatically harsh, has had a

strong pastoral vocation since the Bronze Age, giving preference to transhumant animal

husbandry over agriculture. Indeed, this latter had little or no role in the economy of the

local Iron Age communities, and most of the valley floors, potentially good for farming, were

occupied by cemeteries, often along important roads. The connection with settlements is

rarely obvious and the cemeteries can be divided in two main typologies: the small nucleus,

composed by no more than ten tombs, and the extensive funerary areas, which counted

In the shadow of the Mountain: The funerary Landscape of pre-Roman Abruzzi (Italy).
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Isaac Martínez Espinosa. PhD Student,Autonomous University of Madrid.

Landscape archeology is a very useful tool when it comes to establishing the evolutions of

the settlement under study. In the north of the Iberian Peninsula, the Ebro river flows through

a valley that divides two mountain ranges, Cantabria and Demanada. This valley has been a

place of passage, encounter and dispute for its control for two millennia. The river has been

modified to adapt it as communication route, developing roads to complete it, new

cultivation areas have been created and new species have been introduced for

consumption, changing the orography of the valley and the nearby hills through terrace

systems and populations and defensive architectures that dot the vast space that the river

occupies have been built. The objective of this proposal is to analyze the changes that have

occurred during the Middle Ages in the landscape of the south side of this river in its middle

section, exposing the importance that urban populations have had in their transformation

through large infrastructure such as castles , bridges and roads; and changes in the natural

space for new farmland, vineyards, cereals, and forests. The archeology of the landscape

and its knowledge allow us to perform a good rehabilitation of those sites and architectures

in which we work to recover a specific enclave such as the medieval town of Davalillo and

its castle, a space that has remained intact until today, using archaeological and

documentary sources for this and understanding the evolution of the landscape.

The evolution of the Ebro landscape during the Middle Ages.

 between 300 and 500 tombs, and in one case (Bazzano), even 1600. Interestingly, each
valley floor of the area has its own main cemetery, for a total number of four wide sites, all
of them in highly visible pivotal points, such as main roads and river crossings. 
While the importance of cemeteries as landmarks is relatively clear, the same cannot be said
of their role in relationship with the settlement pattern and the growing definition, during the
Late Iron Age, of territorial compounds and eventually of a Central-Italian koinè.

Giuseppe Delia. PhD Candidate, Durham University.

This paper aims to reflect on the Greeks' perspective about the unknown lands and what

sort of monsters lived there. In mythological, historical, and geographical accounts about

landscape, population, and fauna of exotic territories, it is possible to trace the extent of

the Greeks' explorations around the Mediterranean Sea, Asia, and Africa. What the paper

focuses on are the descriptions of the fantastic beasts that dwelled just across the limits of

Greeks' knowledge. In those stories, monsters may represent the atavic fears of the unknown

and the struggle against the wild nature outside civilisation. Starting from the remote areas

of mainland Greece or its northern borders, imaginary creatures appeared in Anatolia, Near

East, South of Italy, Egypt, and as far as India along with Greeks’ travels and trades. Those

beings took various shapes and body parts from several wild animals, essentially creating in

people’s imagery the idea that hybrid wildlife haunts the wilderness and far away lands.

One of the most successful monster that has been present in stories and depictions since

the origin of the Greek civilisation to nowadays is the Cynocephalus (= the dog-headed

man). Cynocephali in myths, depictions, and travellers’ reports, also thanks to the role and

widespread presence of images of Anubis, seem to have fascinated people and authors’

minds so that Cynocephali became the symbol of what lives out of the safety of civilisation

and ended up around the sided of world’s map, representing the dangers of what lays

outside the comfort of our houses. 

"Hic sunt… canes". Cynocephali at the end of the world. The Ancient Greeks' relationship
with the border of civilisation in relation to Egypt and India.
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Rachel Smith. DPhil Student, University of Oxford.

Landscape is one of (and arguably) the most essential and inextricable facets of human

experience. The definition of landscape in the context of this research consists of the

physical world in, on, with, and where human action takes place. The intermingling of

landscape and human action constitutes events (time), or to put it most directly: life. It is in

the context of this concoction of components (landscape and action) events unfold in and

across time. In order to appropriately interpret or collate data concerning the past (or

human behaviour at any temporal scale), it is essential to explore the depth and

interworking of this tangled human-landscape relationship. In construing (or properly

envisioning) landscape as fundamental to human experience, archaeologists can (and do)

extract a great deal of information about people via the investigation of landscapes. If

landscapes are stories and “. . . acts of consensual making” (Macfarlane), an even greater

emphasis ought to be paid to this rich source of data. This paper explores human-landscape

relationships via close examination of Yupiit ontology, an indigenous tribe particularly

concentrated within Southwest Alaska. By outlining the Yupiit’s way of life and worldview,

understanding of the importance of landscape to overall ontological frameworks is brought

to light. The Yupiit provide a  unique perspective on this topic, revealing a rich oral history

and language connected to place, allowing for special insight into a people who place

direct and explicit emphasis on the importance of the reciprocal relationship between

humans and their landscape.

Yup’ik (Landscape) Ontology.

Stefano Ruzza. Independent Scholar.

Remembered as hollow and full of ravines by Homer, Laconia has been a region somewhat

neglected by Mycenaean Archaeology until few years ago. The aim of this study is to

investigate the changings in settlement pattern of this region during the Late Bronze Age

and especially after the crisis of the Mycenaean world at the turn of the 12th century BC.

Once these changings have been highlighted, their relationship with morphology of the area

and its natural sources (mining ores, orography and approdals) will be analyzed, in order to

understand the factors that determined the survival of some communities and the

disappearance of others. More in general, history, economy, geography and dynamics of

social interaction concur, all together, in shaping the choices of human communities toward

the landscape and its occupation. Such a reflection has a timely relevance for our own

society and explores the historical circumstances in a geo-political perspective.

Hollow Lakedaimon as times goes by: Rise and fall of the Eurota valley between 14th and
12th century BC.
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Helen Wong. PhD Student, University of Pennsylvania.

In the past, museums have acquired unprovenienced material by numerous means, leaving

institutions with minimal information about these objects. This is a challenge especially

relevant in the curation of legacy collections. The Cesnola Collection is one such

assemblage, containing hundreds of Cypriot artifacts that were collected by Luigi Palma di

Cesnola in the late 1860s. The Cesnola objects are generally well-provenanced, but almost

completely lack provenience due to Cesnola’s acquisition methods. 

This study proposes and tests a novel analytical methodology for restoring context to this

type of material using thin section petrography, 3D scanning, and Internet-based data

distribution. Petrography enables data comparisons with materials from secure

archaeological contexts, revealing information on geographic origin and manufacture

methods, while 3D scanning not only preserves the vessels before sampling, but also allows

for remote applications of museum-based research and public outreach. We found our

methodology to be effective in discovering new contextual information for the selection of

Cesnola material we studied in this project, a set of ten Cypro-Geometric III amphoroid

kraters from the portion of the Cesnola Collection held by the Harvard Semitic Museum. The

information we recovered meaningfully expanded the utility of the collection to scholars and

the public, suggesting that our methodology may be useful not only for the future curation of

Cesnola materials, but for legacy collections in general.

Material analyses in legacy collection curation: Petrography and 3D scanning with the
Cesnola Collection

NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE USE OF SCIENCE-BASED
TECHNIQUES ON ARCHAEOLOGICAL MATERIALS.

SESSION 4:

Evgenia Dammer. PhD Student, University of Oxford - The British Museum.

This project investigates the distribution of Neolithic pottery technologies in the modern

Chinese Provinces of Gansu and Qinghai, at four sites located in river valleys. Focusing on

the pottery attributed to the Majiayao culture (5500-4000 BP), the project seeks to shed

light on patterns of technological transfer and provide insights into the role of pottery ves-

sels and pottery style and technology as mediums for communication over long distances.

This study compares pottery from the type site of Majiayao and from two remote sites by

looking at the technological choices made throughout the production. By using ceramic

petrography and experimental firing of raw materials this study addresses the questions of

potential long-distance pottery trade as well as local raw material use and production

technologies characteristic of the Majiayao-style.This project is the first comparative study

on pottery technology of Majiayao-style which incorporates material from sites in different

river valleys and will provide a starting point for future research on pottery production in the

study area and beyond. The present paper will focus on first results of petrographic analysis

and the outcome of experimental firings of clay raw material collected around the type site. 

Technological transfer in production of Majiayao-style pottery between Neolithic
communities in northwest China
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Kyriaki Tsirtsi. PhD Student, Institute of Cyprus.

Diet, with its multiple social and economic determinants, constitutes a key research arena in

archaeological studies. Dietary patterns in the Classical world have been extensively

explored as a window on ancient cuisine, agricultural and animal management practices,

and social structure, among others. The primary means adopted in such studies have been

written sources, artistic evidence, material culture and, to a lesser extent, organic remains.

The chaîne opérartoire from food production to consumption using different lines of

evidence. It is the purpose of this paper to elucidate the dietary patterns and agricultural

practices of the 4th century site of Sikyon in Greece based on the archaeobotanical

remains retrieved in the recent excavations undertaken by the National Museum of

Copeghagen and the Danish Institute at Athens.

Dietary habits and agricultural practices in Classical Sikyon

MATTERS OF SCALING IN ARCHAEOLOGY: LOCAL,
REGIONAL, GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES, CONNECTIVITY AND
NETWORKS.

SESSION 5:

Amy E. Porter. PhD Student, University of Birmingham.

"Processing scale in Greek Archaeology is a difficult process, requiring a multitude of

techniques and appreciations to reconstruct ancient civilisations. A key issue is the

regionality of material culture and its variations in: pottery, small finds and inscriptions.

Regionality in Archaic to Roman Greece has, typically, been scrutinised by prehistorians,

who characterise pottery as highly “standardised” and uniform, especially by the Roman

period. 

This paper focuses on regionality in two neighbouring Peloponnesian regions, SE Arkadia

and NW Lakonia. As such, three archaeological surveys will be examined: the Laconia Survey

(1996, 2002) and Asea Valley Survey (2003); and the Megalopolis Basin and Asea (Pikoulas

1988). Some preliminary results will be given, accompanied by my own universal criteria, and

GIS queries matching the same typology of site and find in each region. 

This paper will develop previous archaeological projects which were “highly selective”,

especially with pottery, mainly “highly decorated” examples; and will acknowledge the full

scale of variations in pottery techniques, shapes and decoration (Brogan 2011: 41). This

paper will examine consumption, techniques and assemblages in Arkadia and Lakonia whilst

acknowledging late 00s scholarship, particularly, which over-focused on styles, principally

mythological scenes (Herring 2015), and shapes. Furthermore, the dynamics of pottery

consumption will be discussed, i.e. comparing imports to local, including imitation, wares

(e.g. Fenn et al. 2014), in these regions.

This paper will establish the extent to which regionality still exists in Arkadia and Lakonia

during the historical period and is among the first comparative studies of these two diverse

environs. 

Tackling Regionality: Identifying the dynamics of scale in the material culture of Arkadia
and Lakonia.
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Marta Kaczanowicz. PhD Student, Institute of Mediterranean and Oriental Cultures, Polish
Academy of Sciences.
In the first millennium BCE, reuse of older tombs became a standard mode of burial of the

Egyptian elites, almost completely replacing the older tradition of constructing new

mortuary monuments. Reused were not only tombs but also ruined temples. This paper seeks

to highlight some problems related to the study of reused monuments, and identify tools that

can be used to analyse archaeological remains found in such features.

Some thoughts on reuse of Egyptian monuments in the First Millennium BCE
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Barry Crump. Early Career Researcher, University of York. 
York’s medieval city walls are the most complete surviving in Britain today. Extending for a

length of 2.5 miles and enclosing an area of 263 acres, they retain all four of the principle

gateways and thirty-four of the original thirty-nine interval towers. York also has extensive

surviving documents relating to the walls, including the minutes of the medieval city council,

and detailed accounts of the money raised from and spent on the walls.

Medieval city walls are traditionally understood as defences, and much of the discussion

and interpretation of York’s walls focuses on this role. However, the walls had a wide range

of functions: the exclusion of outsiders, control of plague and disease, marking city limits

and settlement size, providing security for traders and visitors, display of status and

propaganda, enforcing and collecting tolls and taxes on goods entering the city, and other

practical everyday uses.

Working closely with public outreach and community projects, my research provides no new

archaeological finds and uses no new historical documents. Instead I use existing data and

documents within a multidisciplinary approach (including structuralism, phenomenology, and

literary theory) to consider the flexibility of the meaning and use of the walls, dependant on

the identity of the user and the context of use. York’s city walls are experienced and

understood very differently by the many people who visit today. Could this be mirrored with

a similar flexibility in the medieval period? With such remarkable survival, how much has

changed?

The meaning of York’s walls in the Medieval Period.

Irene Torregiani. DPhil Student, University of Oxford.

Water is a key element in the interplay between humans and their relations with each other

and their environments. Multiple scientific studies demonstrate how archaeological research

and local knowledge can shed light on non-invasive and efficient adaptation strategies to

changing fluvial environments through time. Nevertheless, in order to effectively apply this

knowledge, it is necessary to actively include the local populations in the knowledge-sharing

process. From January 2018, the Interdisciplinary Archaeological Project Santa Matilde

(PRISMA) is intensively investigating the pre-Columbian adaptation strategies to alluvial

environment in the Mayales river valley (central Nicaragua). In order to have a better insight

of the produced geo-archaeological data, in March 2020, the River Flow Memory Book

Project is carried out in conjunction with the photographer Alvaro Laiz, supported by

National Geographic Society and a PERSeedsFund (Oxford University). Photography and

storytelling techniques are applied in recollecting local memories related to water and

fluvial environment in local rural communities. Through personal interviews, the community 

The River Flow Memory Book Project: Integrating of local and academic knowledge in
the archaeological data interpretation.
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members are asked to describe their daily and extraordinary relation with their surrounding

environment. Finally, the local and academic knowledge is re-interpreted in conjunction with

the local communities during a Public Engagement event in Aguas Buenas village. Freshly

produced written and visual data is presented less than one month after fieldwork, showing

advantages, challenges and preliminary results of this innovative knowledge sharing and

data interpretation project.

INNOVATIVE APPROACHES IN MARITIME AND UNDERWATER
ARCHAEOLOGY: PAST AND PRESENT.

SESSION 6:

Günce Pelin Öçgüden. Master Student, Koç University.

The broad scholarly interpretation of graffiti, under the bias of today’s perception, is as an

illicit act of lower social class of an urban society in a political context. However, as the

data increases, the significance of graffiti in sacred/religious contexts has come to be

realized. They have started to be interpreted as votives for protection, good fortune,

salvation, and become a private ritual. This paper suggests a developing methodology on

studying a group of ship graffiti, with a terminus post quem of second half of 18th century,

discovered in a mosque in İzmir, Turkey. The methodology serves to document them as they

are in a very fragile state and record them to make accessible for further studies,

experimenting on different methods of documenting. Second, a preliminary interpretation of

why and how these graffiti were carved there as well as by whom. The ritualistic nature of

the graffiti shines a light on the religious and social aspects of the local population of that

peninsula. The fact that it is purely ship assemblage reflect the socio-economic dynamics in

the region in that period. Furthermore, as they are found only within the women’s section of

the mosque, this particular ritual may be defined by gender as well, which makes this case

unique within the newly developing study of ship graffiti, as the carvers are exclusively

women.

Women’s ship graffiti in Ayşe Kadın mosque.

Ioannis Nakas. PhD Student, University of Birmingham.

Ancient harbours have been some of the most important centres of trade and exchange, as

well as of interaction between different people and cultures, particularly in areas like the

enclosed sea of the Mediterranean and during years of financial, cultural and political

unification like the Hellenistic and Roman period. Archaeological research of Mediterranean

harbours, both on land as well as underwater, has greatly enriched our knowledge about

their form, construction and operation; it has, however, neglected a very important feature

they all share, the actual “raison d'être” of their existence: their relationship with ship traffic.

In this paper a new approach will be presented, its main emphasis being the study of the

actual capacity of harbours to accommodate ships of various sizes and types and of all the

implications resulting from this. This approach includes the combinative and critical analysis

of a variety of datasets related with the actual function of harbours as ship havens and the

subsequent handling of vessels and their cargoes within them (harbour works, depth, expo- 

Through the eyes of the mariners: A new approach to the understanding of Hellenistic
and Roman harbours of the Mediterranean
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Wycliffe Omondi. PhD Student, University of Nottingham.
Africa through African Union Agenda 2063, a blue print and master plan for transforming

Africa into a global powerhouse of the future, recognises the contribution of culture

heritage in sustainable development. However, most governments in Africa do not

emphasize the importance of cultural heritage conservation as a driver and an enabler of

sustainable development. This research examines ways in which development projects

including, construction of railway lines, roads, new seaports and expansions of old ports

along the coast of Kenya could potentially affect coastal Swahili heritage through analysis

of Lamu Old Town, Gede National Monument, Mtwapa heritage site and Kilepwa heritage

sites. More often than not, in situations of antagonistic relationships between cultural

heritage conservation and development, priority is given to multinational development

projects at the expense of cultural heritage conservation (Abungu, 2016). In addition, the

research explores ways in which marine cultural heritage sites have the potential of

promoting sustainable development to local communities along the coast of Kenya.

Cultural heritage conservation as a stimulus for sustainable development along the
coast of Kenya.

Adam R. M. Dawson. MPhil Student, University of Oxford.

Throughout history, literary tales of swashbuckling pirates have long captured the

imagination of the public. Despite this, attempts to produce an archaeology of piracy have

largely been unsuccessful. This has led historians (and some archaeologists) to dismiss piracy

as a phenomena that cannot be understood using archaeological methods, only historical

ones. Yet, the last 10 years have seen an unprecedented spike in archaeological

publications in piracy. So how has piracy transformed from a thema non grata in

archaeology to one of the fastest developing subjects in maritime archaeology?

Encompassing a series of periods, ranging from modern day Puntland, to Ancient Cilicia, this

paper will look at how changes in the perceptions of piracy have subsequently altered how

we can perceive piracy from an archaeological perspective. Topics covered will include

theoretical developments in maritime archaeology such as: differentiating between

Ciceronean and Augustinean piracy and larger socio-political changes in western society

caused by events such as the failure of the “war on drugs” and the growth of Somali

piracyfrom 2008 onwards. This paper will go on to review how these ideas have contributed

to the creation of an archaeology of piracy characterised by seasonality, disparity in quality

between material culture and settlement and third party backing which allows piracy to

function as a sub-group of organised crime. 

Moving in silence and violence: Some thoughts on the Archaeology of Piracy.

sure to winds and currents, siltation etc.) vis-à-vis contemporary ships and their form,

typology and size. The overall aim is to study harbours through the ways these were

experienced by contemporary mariners and to present a new way of understanding them

through what they predominantly were: spaces that receive, accommodate and serve ships

and their cargoes.
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Caitlin Jacobson. PhD Student, University of Aberdeen.

Maritime Cultural Landscape (MCL) studies have concentrated on data collection to create

a holistic context of interaction between peoples, land and water. Usually MCL studies

concentrate on sites with established maritime activities and structures on a coastline, but

struggle with liminal spaces, prehistoric and estuary sites. This paper proposes to tackle

those challenges. Nunalleq, Alaska is a pre-contact site dating back 700 years. The site is on

the Bering Sea coast in the Yukon-Kuskokwim Bay and the mouth of the Arolik river. Due to

tclimate change the site is eroding away 5-9 m per year and the excavation areas from the

2009-2011 seasons have completely eroded away. Nunalleq is a case study to expand the

MCL approach to understand salt and freshwater seascape interactions in a prehistoric

context (before climate change eliminates the material record). This is a unique case study

because although ethnographic and anthropologic research have documented various

maritime and water activities for subsistence survival and traditions in southwest Alaska,

never has an MCL study been conducted. This paper proposes text analytics, semantic

networks analysis and new criteria for MCL studies to better incorporate liminal spaces,

prehistoric and estuary sites.

Seascape: Nunalleq, Alaska.
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